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The Ryders are a series of stand-alone romances that may also be enjoyed as part of the larger Love in Bloom series.

"You can always rely on Melissa Foster to deliver a story that's fresh, emotional and entertaining. Make sure you

have all night, because once you start you won't want to stop reading. Every book's a winner!" New York Times

Bestselling Author Brenda Novak

"Melissa Foster is synonymous with sexy, swoony, heartfelt romance!" New York Times Bestseller Lauren Blakely

WHO IS BOONE STRYKER? 

Rock star.

Sex God.

Trish Ryder's new co-star.

Watch the sparks fly on screen and off...

In CHASED BY LOVE...

Actress Trish Ryder takes her job seriously and has no time for those who don't. When she's awarded a major role in a

new movie featuring America's hottest rock star, Boone Stryker, she's beyond excited. The six-two, tattooed hunk of

burning desire is known for his dedication to his craft--but when he ditches their first meeting, she begins to wonder

if he's just another rocker with a great PR team.
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Sex, booze, women, and music pretty much sum up Boone Stryker's private world. He's coasted through life playing

by his own rules with plenty of people willing to cover his tracks, and he's not likely to change--until he meets a

woman who refuses to give him the time of day, much less anything more.

Sparks fly from the first moment Trish and Boone meet--Tensions run hot and desire runs hotter when they're

trapped together on a remote location with no place to hide. Will sparks ignite, or will a hurricane douse the flames?

MORE RYDERS coming soon!

Seized by Love (Blue)

Claimed by Love (Duke)

Chased by Love (Trish)

Rescued by Love (Jake)��

Swept Into Love (Gage)�

The RYDERS are part of the LOVE IN BLOOM big family romance collection. Each book may be read as a stand-

alone novel, or as part of the series. Read the complete LOVE IN BLOOM series:

SNOW SISTERS

Sisters in Love

Sisters in Bloom

Sisters in White

THE BRADENS (at Weston, CO)

Lovers at Heart (Treat & Max)

Destined for Love (Rex & Jade)

Friendship on Fire (Josh & Riley)

Sea of Love (Dane & Lacy)

Bursting with Love (Savannah & Jack)

Hearts at Play (Hugh & Bree)

THE BRADENS (at Trusty, CO)

Taken by Love (Luke)

Fated for Love (Wes)

Romancing My Love (Pierce)

Flirting with Love (Ross)

Dreaming of Love (Emily)

Crashing into Love (Jake) 

THE BRADENS (at Peaceful Harbor)

Healed by Love (Nate)

Surrender My Love (Cole)

Crushing on Love (Shannon)

River of Love (Sam)

Whisper of Love (Tempest)

Thrill of Love (Ty)

BRADEN WORLD NOVELLAS

Promise My Love (Rex & Jade's Wedding Novella)
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Daring Her Love (1001 Dark Nights)

THE REMINGTONS

Game of Love (Dex)

Stroke of Love (Sage)

Flames of Love (Siena)

Slope of Love (Rush)

Read, Write, Love (Kurt)

SEASIDE SUMMERS

Seaside Dreams (Bella)

Seaside Hearts (Jenna)

Seaside Sunsets (Jamie)

Seaside Secrets (Amy)

Seaside Nights (Sky)

Seaside Embrace (Hunter)

Seaside Lovers (Grayson)

Seaside Whispers (Matt)

AUTHOR BIO

Melissa Foster is a New York Times & USA Today bestselling and award-winning author. She writes sexy and

heartwarming contemporary romance--perfect beach reads--with emotionally compelling characters that stay with

you long after you turn the last page. Melissa's emotional journeys are lovingly erotic and always family oriented.

Melissa enjoys chatting with readers and book clubs. Send her an email invitation to your next event!
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